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Abstract
Spatial data mining refers to extracting or "mining" knowledge or interesting spatial / non-
spatial patterns (rules) hidden in spatial databases, and usually the data in databases are
characterized by large-amounts, incompleteness, noise, fuzziness and randomness. The
most researches of spatial data mining focused on the method of data mining and its
algorithms in the past years. Although uncertainties exist in spatial data mining, they had
not been paid much attention to. The overall objective in this paper is to develop a
framework for quality assessment and uncertainty handling in spatial data mining. For this
purpose, we have adopted several quality assessment indices for the results of spatial data
mining and a methodology for handling uncertainty in spatial data mining based on fuzzy
logic and Dempster-Shafer theory. Firstly, the uncertainties at various stages of spatial
data mining are briefly analyzed. And some kinds of quality assessment indices such as
data clustering, classification and association rule mining are adopted. Then, the
uncertainty in spatial data mining is probed. In this connection, fuzzy logic and Dempster-
Shafer theory are used for the representation and handling of uncertainty in the process of
spatial data mining.

INTRODUCTION
Spatial data mining, is to extract the hidden, implicit, valid, novel and interesting spatial or
non-spatial patterns or rules from large-amount, incomplete, noisy, fuzzy, random, and
practical spatial databases (Di, 2000).With an efficient and rapid improvement of automatic
obtaining technologies of spatial data, the amount of data in spatial database have been
increased in index movement. But the deficiency of analysis functions in geographic
information systems (GISs) induces a sharp contradiction between the magnanimity data
and useful knowledge acquisition, in the other words, “The spatial data explode but
knowledge is poor” (Li et al., 2002). At present, spatial data mining mainly concentrated on
its principles and methods. Another important issue – quality assessment and uncertainty in
spatial data mining –have not been paid much attention to. On the one hand, spatial data
itself lies in uncertainty, and on the other hand, many uncertainties will be reproduced in
spatial data mining process, even propagated and accumulated, it lead to the production of
uncertain knowledge. These characteristics had not been considered, and the knowledge
discovered had been regarded as an entirely useful and certain knowledge in traditional
spatial data mining. So the research on quality and uncertainty of spatial data mining have
become a very important issue.
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UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS IN SPATIAL DATA MINING
The uncertainties in spatial data mining may exist in the process of spatial data selection,
spatial data preprocessing, data mining and knowledge representing. The study on the
uncertainties of spatial data themselves are very important for spatial data mining, for the
original data of spatial data mining stem from uncertain spatial database or uncertain spatial
data sets being analyzed. Moreover, uncertainties in spatial data may directly or indirectly
affect the quality of spatial data mining (Miller and Han, 2001). At the same time, a lot of
uncertainties exist in spatial data mining. Moreover, uncertainties will be propagated and
accumulated in spatial data mining process (Figure 1). The uncertainties of every phase will
be analyzed briefly as follows:
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Figure 1: Uncertainties and its propagation in the process of spatial data mining.

At the phase of data selection, Uncertainties mainly stem from a subjectivity of selecting
object data according to the task of spatial data mining, including what data should be
collected, and how much data is enough, also these spatial data necessarily embody some
kinds of errors or uncertainties. Spatial data preprocessing mainly include data cleaning,
data transformation and data discretization, in which many uncertainties will be produced if
we do not adopt appropriate uncertainty handling methods. Data discretization is to divide a
given continuous attribute data into discrete values, and this operation may be a main
origins of uncertainties in the whole process of data mining. At this phase, a lot of
uncertainties may be eliminated by uncertainty handling techniques but never completely,
even some new uncertainties will be produced in handling process due to impropriety of the
techniques. Uncertainties from data mining mainly refer to the limitation of mathematical
models, and mining algorithm may further propagate, enlarge the uncertainty during the
mining process. Moreover, spatial knowledge representation exists in uncertainties,
including randomness, fuzziness and incompleteness. To a same knowledge, it may be
represented by different methods. Most of spatial knowledge discovered by spatial data
mining is qualitative knowledge and the best way to represent them is the natural language.
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QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF SPATIAL DATA MINING
At present, the traditional data mining algorithm and the pattern/rule recognition were
considered as correct, useful and certainty. In fact, a number of uncertainties hid in spatial
data and the operations of spatial data mining. In this section, the quality assessment indices
were adopted concerned with spatial data clustering, classification and association rules.

Quality assessment of spatial data clustering
Spatial data clustering points to partition the spatial data to different clusters according to
the similar degree of spatial objects, which is an unsupervised process. The objective of the
spatial clustering methods is to provide optimal partitions of a spatial data set. To decide
the number of clusters and the evaluation of clustering results have been subject of several
research efforts (Gath and Geva, 1989; Dave, 1996; Rezaee et al., 1998; Halkidi et al.,
2001).Several assessment indices have been introduced, however ,in practice, they not be
used by most of the clustering methods. A reliable quality assessment index should
consider both the compactness and the separation of a partitioning. One of quality measures
that can be used in clustering was describe as followes:

Variance of spatial data set: The variance of spatial data set X, called )(Xσ , The value of
the p-th dimension is defined as follows:
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Variance of cluster i. The variance of cluster i is called )( ivσ and its p-th dimension defined
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The average compactness of c clusters:
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the average scattering of data set compactness:

)(/_ XCompCompScat σ=

The more compact the clusters are, the smaller the Scat_Comp is. Thus, for a given spatial
data set, a smaller Scat_Comp indicates a better clustering scheme.
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The distance between clusters is defined by the average distance between the centers of
specified clusters, that is
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The larger d is, the more separated the clusters are. According to above definitions, a
quality measure for clustering was defined as follows,

dCompScatCD /_= ；

Small values of CD indicate all the clusters in clustering scheme are overall compact and
separated to each other.

Quality assessment of spatial data classification
Spatial data classification points to assign a spatial data object to a predefined class set. The
classification can be described as a function that maps (classifies) a spatial data item into
one of the several predefined classes. However, in the vast majority of traditional
approaches the data values are classified to one of the classes. The problems of these
traditional methods may be included as follows: The clusters are not overlapping, and the
data values are treated equally in the classification process. A successful classification
scheme should contain a significant amount of information, i.e., the value of class/attribute
energy have to be as high as possible (Halkidi and Vazirgiannis, 2002). Another
requirement is the minimization of the entropy in the defined classes, i.e., to minimize the
cases that the data values are equally assigned to all classes. Here, a quality assessment
index of classification based on the information theory will be introduced.

Let C = {c1,c2,…,cnc} to be a classification scheme for a data set S into nc clusters. The
following measures are defined to assess the quality of a classification scheme.

Uncertainty of a class. It evaluates the uncertainty within a class based on the memberships
(degrees of belief) of the data into the specific class. This term is also known in the
information theory as surprise:
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where N is the number of tuples in the dataset under consideration.

Overall belief of a class. The overall belief that a data set supports a set of classes is given
by the equation:
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where InfoCli = DoBcj(log2(nc) – Unc_Cli, nc is the number of classes under consideration.

Thus, the Info_Coef can be used as a measure for finding the best partitioning to fit a data
set taking in account the uncertainty included in its values. In general terms, the best
classification scheme corresponds to a local maximum of Info_Coef in its graph versus  nc
(number of clusters/classes). That is the point (the number of classes) at which the
Info_Coef is maximized.

Quality assessment of spatial association rules
The spatial association rules is defined as:

mn QQQPPP KK ∧∧→∧∧∧ 2121

where either of Pi and Qj is at least spatial predicates.

The main quality assessment index of spatial association rules included: Support,
Confidence, Interestingness.

Support
The support of an association rule is a proportion of all cases in data set that satisfy a rule.

NRHSLHSnSupport /)( ∩=

where LHS refers to Left Hand Side of the rule, RHS refers to Right Hand Side of the rule.
Support corresponds to the statistical significance of the rule. A high support of the rule is
an indication that a high number of tuples contains both LHS and RHS of this rule, i.e., the
rule is representative of the considered data.

Confidence
The confidence of an association rule is a proportion of the cases covered by the LHS of the
rule that are also covered by the RHS.

)(/)( LHSnLHSRHSnConfidence ∩=

where n(LHS)denotes the number of cases covered by LHS. corresponds to the strength of a
rule. It takes values in the interval ]1,0[ , if 1→Confidence ,The rule is considered as most
important.

Interestingness
Gray and Orlowska (1998) used the term, interestingness, to evaluate the strength of
associations between sets of items in association rules. Interestingness contains a
discriminator component to express an independent indication of the antecedent (X) and
consequent (Y). Interestingness is given by:
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where )( YXP ∩  is a “confidence”, )()( YPXP ×  is a “support”,

)()(/)( YPXPYXP ×∩ is a discrimination，and k and m are two parameters to weight the
relative importance of the discrimination and support components. The rules with higher
values of interestingness are considered more interesting.
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UNCERTAINTY HANDLING IN SPATIAL DATA MINING
Another issue will be how to handle the uncertainty in spatial data preprocessing phase. For
this we apply the ways of Maximum Variance to discrete the continuous attribute, and
fuzzy logic to “soft” the “hard” discretization interval.

Maximum variance data discretization
Suppose a numerical data have N attributes. Firstly, N attributes are arranged from little to
big, and partition it into K groups, namely K intervals. Every group has ni data respectively,
namely:
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The larger SA is the best the partition is. We select the largest variance between groups as
the optimal partition.

Fuzzy belief function based on fuzzy logic
The Maximum Variance of data discretization are “hard” discretization interval. In fact, a
lot of uncertainties are caused by data discritization. On the basis of Maximum Variance of
data discretization, we adopt fuzzy belief function to “soft” discretization intervals (Figure
2). In this way, every discretization interval is represented by a fuzzy belief function and
every data fall into a soft interval according to a belief degree in order to represent and
process the uncertainty of data discretization. The uncertainty will be maintained in
following processing.

Figure 2: The fuzzy belief function for spatial data.

Where the interval [a, e] is the scope of a attribute. b, c, and d is the partition point .

The framework of spatial data mining based on Dempster-Shafer theory
Dempster-Shafer theory aims to provide a theory of partial belief, which extend traditional
probability theory. It has been applied abroad in artificial intelligence field. Anand et al.
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(1996) applied Dempster-Shafer theory to knowledge discovery. More contents about
Dempster -Shafer theory may be refers to Shafer (1976).

Spatial Data in this framework is considered to be evidence of the existence of knowledge
and is represented in the form of data mass functions. A data mass function is defined as:

]1,0[222: 221 →××× AAAm L

where jA  the are the frames of discernment of each of the attributes.

The spatial data belief function:
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The rule mass function:
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where R  is rule sets discovered from spatial database, every rule has uncertainty, support
and interestingness.

The rule mass function:
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The rule plausibility function:
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The interval defined by the rule belief function and the rule plausibility function provide
some limits on the uncertainty, support and interestingness values for rules that are
discovered in the data. The rule belief function provides a lower limit, and the rule
plausibility function an upper limit of belief for a rule.

CONCLUSION
It is our mind in this research to achieve both of objectives. Firstly, the quality of spatial
data mining can be improved by analyzing the uncertainties and its characteristics in each
phase of spatial data mining and finding efficient method to reduce its uncertainties.
Secondly, although the uncertainties of spatial data mining cannot be completely
eliminated, the quality of data mining results can be evaluated in order to make use of the
knowledge discovered in spatial data mining. In this paper, we briefly analyze the
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uncertainties in spatial data mining. A series of assessment indices are adopted regarding
data clustering, classification and association rule mining. Uncertainty handling methods
are put forward based on the Maximum Variance, Fuzzy Logic and Dempster -Shafer
theory. Further work aims at experimental study based upper theories and methods, and
uncertainty propagation in spatial data mining is also our interesting.
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